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In order to provide access to resources that use https, your EZproxy server must be configured with an SSL certificate.

Title Google Scholar (updated 20170823)
URL http://scholar.google.com
Host https://scholar.google.com
Host scholar.google.com.au
Host https://scholar.google.com.au
Host scholar.google.ca
Host https://scholar.google.ca
Host scholar.google.de
Host https://scholar.google.de
Host scholar.google.fi
Host https://scholar.google.fi
Host scholar.google.com.hk
Host https://scholar.google.com.hk
Host scholar.google.nl
Host https://scholar.google.nl
Host scholar.google.co.nz
Host https://scholar.google.co.nz
Host scholar.google.co.uk
Host https://scholar.google.co.uk
Host scholar.google.se
Host https://scholar.google.se
Host scholar.google.co.za
Host https://scholar.google.co.za
Host www.scholar.google.com

At this time, no Domain line is required. The use of DomainJavascript (DJ) or HostJavascript (HJ) lines is not recommended for this database.

In October 2007, Google started redirecting international domains from scholar.google.com to the localized version. It is not necessary to include all of the international variation, but rather just the one that is appropriate for your country. If other international sites notice a similar redirection to their own country’s version, please report this to support@oclc.org so this page can be further updated.